The complex mechanical systems such as high-speed trains, multiple launch rocket system, self-propelled artillery, and industrial robots are becoming increasingly larger in scale and more complicated in structure. Designing these products often requires complex model design, multibody system dynamics calculation, and analysis of large amounts of data repeatedly. In recent 20 years, the transfer matrix method of multibody system has been widely applied in engineering fields and welcomed at home and in abroad for the following features: without global dynamic equations of the system, low orders of involved system matrices, high computational efficiency, and high programming. In order to realize the rapid and visual simulation for complex mechanical system virtual design using transfer matrix method of multibody system, a virtual design software named MSTMMSim is designed and implemented. In the MSTMMSim, the transfer matrix method of multibody system is used as the solver for dynamic modeling and calculation; the Open CASCADE is used for solid geometry modeling. Various auxiliary analytical tools such as curve plot and animation display are provided in the post-processor to analyze and process the simulation results. Two numerical examples are given to verify the validity and accuracy of the software, and a multiple launch rocket system engineering example is given at the end of this article to show that the software provides a powerful platform for complex mechanical systems simulation and virtual design.
Introduction
With the development of technology of weapon, aeronautics, astronautics, vehicle, robot, and computer, numerous complex mechanical systems consisted of many bodies connected by various joints with one another have appeared to be considered as multibody systems (MSs). The methods of MS dynamics with different styles, such as Wittenburg method, Schiehlen method, and Kane method, developed rapidly in the last 40 years and made a great contribution to modern science and technology.
At present, commercial and free MS dynamic simulation software are mainly ADAMS, RecurDyn, MBDyn, Simpack, OpenModelica, and so on. These software usually consist of three parts: pre-processor, multibody dynamic solver, and post-processor. The solver is the core of MS dynamic simulation software, which is used to establish the system dynamic equations and to achieve the numerical solution. There are many methods to generate the dynamic equations. Wittenburg introduced graph theory into MS dynamics, which laid the foundation for automatically generating multibody dynamic equations using the Lagrangian method; Kane proposed Kane method which has characteristics of both structural mechanics and analytical mechanics, which applied the method in the application of spacecraft dynamics. In general, for these traditional methods, it is necessary to develop the global dynamic equations of the system. If the system structure is changed, the corresponding global dynamic equations must be deduced again. The orders of involved system matrices increase with the increase in the number of the degrees of freedom of the system, hence the orders of the matrices involved in the global dynamic equations are rather high for the complex MS. This is the main reason for the difficulties in calculating the complex mechanical system dynamics.
The transfer matrix method (TMM) was developed for a long time and used widely in structure mechanics and rotor dynamics of the linear time-invariant system. Holzer 3 initially applied TMM to solve the problems of torsion vibrations of rods. Dokanish 4 developed the finite element TMM to solve the problems of plate structure vibration analysis. Horner and Pilkey 5 proposed the Riccati TMM to circumvent the numerical stability of the boundary value problem.
Rui and Lu 6, 7 studied the vibrations and orthogonality of the special linear MS by developing new transfer matrices. Rui et al. 8, 9 developed the discrete time transfer matrix method of the multibody system (MS-DT-TMM) to study general multi-rigid-body system dynamics by combining and expanding the TMM and the numerical integration procedure. Rui 10 extended MS-DT-TMM to study dynamics of multi-rigid-flexible-body system moving in plane. 8, [11] [12] [13] The MSTMM has been widely used in the national economy, defense industry, and other fields due to its following advantages: without the global dynamic equations of the system, low order of involved system matrix, fast computational speed, and high automation in programming. In order to use the MSTMM for the rapid calculation and virtual design of the mechanical system dynamics, the virtual design software for mechanical system dynamics using the MSTMM needs to be urgently developed.
Comments on commercial and free MS dynamic software

Comments on commercial MS dynamic software
General commercial MS dynamic simulation software, such as ADAMS, 14 RecurDyn, 15 and Simpack, 16 typically consists of a mature pre-processor for modeling MSs, MS dynamic solver, and post-processor for animation and curve plotting output. These commercial MS dynamic software with powerful functions provide not only general MS dynamic calculation module but also a variety of simulation modules for special industry applications. These commercial software provide a large number of project cases and powerful commercial technical support, which makes it easy and convenient for the users to learn and use. However, the commercial MS dynamic software obviously has some common shortcomings: (1) a copy of the commercial software for multibody dynamics is usually sold several hundreds of thousands of dollars, which is very expensive for some researchers or enterprises. (2) Users cannot get the source code from the commercial software, and the researchers may not know its internal working principle. Therefore, it is very hard for the users to modify the source code to improve the software.
Comments on free source MS dynamic software
As for free MS dynamic software, many universities and research institutes have had in-depth study for many years, such as Open Dynamic Engine (ODE), MBDyn, 17 MBS3D, OpenModelica, 18 EasyDyn, 19 HOTINT, 20 and so on. Compared with mature commercial software, these software have many deficiencies, mainly reflected as follows: first, a lack of visual, interactive user interface brings the inconvenience for the engineers in designing and simulating, and, second, lack of a variety of model libraries and technical supports makes some software quite difficult to use. Nevertheless, the advantages of free software are obvious: first, there is no need to pay high copyright charge since most free software is based on the general public license (GPL) copyright license and free to use and modify; second, the free software is convenient for researchers to study the calculation process of MS dynamics deeply, including the software architecture, how to build dynamic equations from dynamic models, how to solve the dynamic equations, and so on; and third, users can modify the source code to meet the calculation needs for various projects through secondary development. Free MS dynamic software provides development ideas, architecture, and routes for reference to design virtual design software for mechanical system dynamics based on transfer matrix method of multibody system (MSTMM).
Theorems of MSTMM
The classical TMM has been developed over 70 years and was used widely in structure mechanics and rotor dynamics of linear time-invariant system. To linear system, Myklestad 21 applied TMM to determine the bending-torsion modes of beams, Thomson 22 applied TMM to more general vibration problems, Pestel and Leckie 23 listed transfer matrices for elasto-mechanical elements up to 12th order, and Rubin 24, 25 provided a general treatment for transfer matrices and their relation to other forms of frequency response matrices. Transfer matrices have been applied to a wide variety of engineering programs by a number of researchers, including Targoff, 26 Lin, 27 Lin and McDaniel, 28 Mercer and Seavey, 29 Mead and Gupta, 30 Mead, 31 Henderson and McDaniel, 32 McDaniel, 33 McDaniel and Logan, 34 Murthy and colleagues, [35] [36] [37] and Ohga and Shigematus 38 dealing with beams, beam-type periodic structures, skin-stringer panels, rib-skin structures, curved mutispan structures, cylindrical shells, stiffened rings, and so on. Dokanish 4 developed finite element TMM to solve the problems of plate structure vibration analysis, by combining finite element method and TMM. Many researchers, such as Ohga and Shigematus, 38 Xue, 39 and Loewy and colleagues, 40, 41 studied and improved the finite element transfer matrix for structure dynamics. Horner and Pilkey 5 proposed Riccati TMM in order to circumvent the numerical stability of the boundary value problem. To date, Riccati transform is also an important tool to overcome the ill condition of the TMM.
Kumar and Sankar 42 developed DT-TMM for structure dynamics of time-variant system by combining the TMM with the numerical integration procedure. DT-TMM gives an important clue for dynamics of timevariant system. Rui et al. 12 developed MSTMM for vibration analysis of linear MS by developing new transfer matrices and orthogonal property of MS. MSTMM provides an important thought that MS dynamics may be solved using TMM. The general idea of the MSTMM is as follows: first of all, break up a complicated system into component parts with dynamic properties that can be expressed in matrix form. These component matrices are considered as building blocks, when fitted together according to a predetermined library of the transfer matrices, and used to assemble the system. For the chain system, only successive matrix multiplications are necessary elements to fit together. Thus, the overall transfer matrix and the transfer matrix equation are obtained. 43, 44 Rui et al. developed MS-DT-TMM to study general multi-rigid-body system dynamics by combining and expanding the TMM and the numerical integration procedure. The corresponding flowchart of algorithms for MS-DT-TMM is shown in Figure 1 .
State vectors
In order to describe conveniently, the chain MS is taken as an example in the following. The state vectors of the connection point among any rigid bodies and hinges moving in space are defined as
where x, y, and z are the position coordinates of the connection point with respect to the inertial reference system; u x , u y , and u z are the corresponding orientation angles rotating in the directions of x, y, and z; m x , m y , m z , q x , q y , and q z are the corresponding internal torques and internal forces in the same reference system, respectively.
Linearization of dynamic equations of elements
According to numerical integration procedures, the motion parameters of MS € j (acceleration or angular acceleration) and _ j (velocity or angular velocity) at the time instant t i are expressed as the linear function of j (positions or rotation angles) as follows
where the variable j may represent column matrix of the position coordinates x, y, and z or the orientation angles u x , u y , and u z , respectively; € j and _ j represent the second-and first-order derivatives of j with respect to time, respectively, that is, corresponding column
Apply boundary conditions and system reference input at time i t to solve overall transfer equation 
Transfer equations and transfer matrices of elements
The dynamic equations of the jth element that have been linearized using a numerical integration procedure can be assembled into a single transfer equation
The transfer equation describes the mutual relationship between the state vectors at the two ends of the jth element and has the similar form in contrast with a general transfer equation used in MSTMM, DT-TMM, or TMM. The matrix U j (t j ) is the transfer matrix of the jth element. It is the function of the motion quantities (z(t k ), _ z(t k ), and € z(t k ), k = i À 1, i À 2, . . .) which are all known at time instant t i . Its order is always (13 3 13) for the dynamics of chain multi-rigid-body system moving in space or (7 3 7) for the dynamics of chain multirigid-body system moving in plane.
Transfer equation and transfer matrix of overall system
Using the same method used in MSTMM, DT-TMM, or TMM, the overall system transfer equation and transfer matrix U, which describe the relationship of the state vectors at boundary ends of the system, can be assembled and calculated. That is
For a chain system, the order of the overall transfer matrix of the system is equal to the order of the transfer matrix of the element, and it does not increase when the degrees of freedom of the system increase. Irrespective of the size of an MS, the highest order of the overall transfer matrix U is the same with the order of the transfer matrix of single-body element. So, the matrices involved in the MS-DT-TMM are always small, which greatly reduce the computational time and the memory storage requirement.
Automatic deduction theorem of overall transfer equation
It can be verified that the transfer equations of a rigid body j with L input ends and one output end can be written as
The geometrical equation can be written in the form of
where H j is a constant matrix extracting displacement variables (including position coordinates and orientation angles) from a state vector when pre-multiplying z j, I 1 , and H j, I k is related to the position between the first input end and kth input end of body. The number of the geometrical equations is (L À 1).
The automatic deduction theorem of the overall transfer equation of multi-rigid-flexible-body systems has been verified 45 as follows:
1. The state vectors involved in an overall transfer equation are the column matrix comprising the state vectors of all boundary ends of the system. 2. For a tree system, in the first line of the overall transfer matrix, the coefficient matrix of the state vector of root is a minus unit matrix, while each coefficient matrix of the state vector of a tip is the successive pre-multiplication of the transfer matrices of all elements in the transfer path from this tip to the root. Besides the first line in the overall transfer matrix, all coefficient matrices of state vectors in the first column are zero matrices. Except the first line, in each row, each nonzero partitioned matrix corresponds to the coefficient matrix of the tip state vector, from which there is a transfer path to the input end of the element with multiple input ends. Each nonzero coefficient matrix of the state vector of a tip is the successive pre-multiplication of all transfer matrices of elements in the transfer path from this tip to the kth input end I k of jth body element, which has more than two ends, then pre-multiplied by
3. For a chain system, its overall transfer matrix is deduced automatically by successive premultiplication of the transfer matrices of all elements in the transfer path from the tip to the root of the system. In fact, any chain system can be considered as a special example of the tree system in the case with only two boundary ends, for more details, see Rui et al. 45 Thus, the transfer equation of the closed-loop system can be deduced automatically as is achieved for the chain system ( Figure 2 )
Attention should be paid that the state vectors of a couple of ''cutting points'' are the same, namely
Then, the transfer equation (10) of the closed-loop system can be deduced automatically by handwriting and by computer
4. For a closed-loop system, its overall transfer equation is deduced automatically as the chain system, after treating the original system as the chain system by ''cutting'' a junction of any two adjacent elements and letting the couple of ''cutting points'' as the tip and root with the same state vectors of the chain system. 5. For a general system composed of one tree subsystem and some closed-loop subsystems, its overall transfer equation is deduced automatically as the tree system, after treating the original system as the tree system by ''cutting'' the junctions of any two adjacent elements in every closed-loop subsystem and letting every couple of ''cutting points'' as new ''boundary ends'' with the same state vectors of the tree system.
According to the automatic deduction theorem, the overall transfer equation of the tree system described in Figure 3 can be obtained readily
where 
Architecture of virtual design software for mechanical system dynamics based on the MSTMM
Functions and characteristics of MSTMMSim 1. According to the ideas of the user, the software can automatically generate the solid geometric figure of the object by human-computer interaction and show a three-dimensional (3D) view from different perspectives on the computer screen, including the shape, size, color, and the material of the object. 2. According to the solid geometric figure of the object, the software can automatically generate the corresponding parameters of the object, including mass, moment of inertia, and the center of mass. 3. According to the solid geometric figure of each object, the software can automatically assemble these components into a mechanical system and can automatically match the size parameters with the object to ensure that the components in the system do not interfere with each other. 4. Once the solid geometric figures and structural parameters of the mechanical system are defined, the software can automatically generate the multibody dynamic model and its topology structure diagram accordingly. 5. According to the 3D geometry of mechanical system, the software can automatically generate the dynamic parameters for the calculation of the dynamics of an MS. 6. The transfer matrices of different mechanical elements, such as bodies, joints, and control elements, are packed up as a library in the software. The transfer matrix library for MSs provides an important tool for setting up the large-scale dynamic simulation software with powerful functions and high computational speed. 7. According to the mechanical system topological structure, the software can automatically generate the transfer equation and transfer matrix of the element by calling the transfer matrix library and generate the overall transfer equation, overall transfer matrix, and boundary conditions of the system. 8. According to the needed parameters for dynamic calculation which are automatically generated by computer or manually input by users, the software can automatically and rapidly calculate the dynamics of the MS and return the calculation results.
9. The calculation results for multibody dynamics could be saved, displayed, and printed on the forms of data file, figure file, curve file, and animation file. 10. Virtual design for the dynamics of the mechanical system can be performed; scheme of virtual design for the dynamics of the mechanical system can be automatically built; the optimal design for the dynamics of a mechanical system can be performed.
46-48
Architecture design of MSTMMSim
The system architecture of MSTMMSim is shown in Figure 4 . The architecture of MSTMMSim is based on the ideas of service-oriented architecture (SOA), which includes five layers: The basic module of MSTMMSim is based on MSTMM, which consists of three parts: the pre-processor, MSTMM solver, and post-processor. The software and the graphical user interface (GUI) are developed by C+ + language and QT framework, respectively. QT is a cross-platform C+ + application development framework developed by Nokia, which is widely used in the development of GUI programs. The software integrates Open CASCADE (OCC) 49, 50 geometric modeling kernel library, so that the user can import various types of CAD solid models to the software. The software calls the application programming interface (API) of OCC to achieve basic geometry modeling. It can also achieve complex geometric model design rapidly by the so-called union, difference, and intersection of Boolean operation. The software automatically generates the topology structure and parameters of the mechanical system dynamics by the definition of user on GUI. 51 The software reads the defined parameters, calculates system dynamics, stores the results data, returns the results to the user in the form of animation and curves. The workflow of the software is shown in Figure 5 .
According to the viewpoint of design of software and component thinking, the software can be divided into six components: ''User Interface,'' ''QT,'' ''Open CASCADE,'' ''Simulation,'' ''Rendering,'' and ''App.'' Figure 6 shows the main class component of the MSTMMSim:
1. QT: GUI component Qt_Core: provides support of the management of data, thread, and event, which inherits the core class of QT; Qt_Gui: provides user interface (includes menu, button, dialog, etc.), which inherits the GUI class of QT; Qt_OpenGL: provides rendering service based on Open Inventer. Occ_Shape: provides basic 3D solid geometry model modeling service (includes box, cylinder, ball, etc.), which is implemented by calling the API of OCC; Occ_Geom: provides geometry parameters computing service (such as the length of edge, area of the surface, and volume of body), which inherits the basic class of geometric object of OCC; Occ_ModelIO: provides service of read and storage of CAD files, which is implemented by inheriting the data exchange class of OCC. 6. App: the entrance and initialization of the software Main: provides start and initializes the software (includes configure environment variable, initialize several of parameters, etc.); Base: provides several classes of foundation library (such as matrix operations, numerical integration, and XML parsing).
The users can design the mechanical system via preprocessor module provided by OCC geometric modeling kernel; they can also import standard format CAD files, such as IGES, STEP, DWG/DXF, and so on, generated by other CAD software into MSTMMSim. Thereby, the software can generate the solid geometric figures of the mechanical system. Once the solid geometric figures are obtained, by setting the parameters of material properties, the software can automatically calculate the mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia, respectively, and automatically generate the parameters of the multibody model required by the dynamic calculation.
According to the parameters of the MS, the MSTMM solver calls the transfer matrix library, obtains the transfer equation and transfer matrix of each element, and automatically generates the overall transfer equation and overall transfer matrix of the system. The solver finally uses step-by-step time integration method for dynamic calculations.
The post-processor is mainly responsible for storing the calculated result data from the solver, including the position, velocity, acceleration, angle, angular velocity, and so on, of each body and joint. The data output is achieved by means of animation and curve plotting. The modules of MSTMMSim are given in Table 1 .
Design of the pre-processor module
OCC is an open source CAD or computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) or computer-aided engineering (CAE) geometric modeling kernel library developed by a French company, Matra Datavision. The OCC provides a C+ + class library for drawing two-dimensional (2D) and 3D geometric figures, a large number of APIs for generating 2D or 3D solid geometric models, and integrates OpenGL display engine for rendering. The user can create 3D geometric model, import or export various types of CAD files, carry on Boolean operation (union, difference, and intersection), render the geometric model on the screen, and so on. The OCC provides a very convenient geometric modeling and 3D display environment for the development of visual simulation software of MS.
The pre-processor module of the software uses an interactive GUI provided by QT. The multiple document interface (MDI) of QT is responsible for the management of running environment and internal control, making visual simulation processing with good humancomputer interaction. The user interface is shown in Figure 7 .
In this article, the OCC geometric kernel provides 3D modeling, Boolean geometry operation, views, and data management to process 2D or 3D modeling problems. Through the OCC geometric modeling library, the software provides a virtual 3D geometric modeling platform for MS dynamic simulation.
Typically, a MS is composed of many bodies and joints, in which the bodies may be rigid or flexible body. In this article, only the rigid body is considered (in geometry, it can be described as box, cylinder, sphere, etc.); the joints in MSTMM have many types, such as ball-andsocket hinge, smooth hinge, elastic-damping hinge, and so on. When calculating Multibody System dynamics by computers, the dynamics parameters needs to input into the software. The parameters of body include ID, mass, geometry, center of mass, moment of inertia and the orientation coordinates of the body. The parameters of joint contain ID, type and ID of the adjacent rigid body by the joint. Some parameters can be obtained from CAD files, such as mass, geometry, center of mass, and moment of inertia. Other parameters (joint and body connecting relationships, position, and orientation of bodies) can be obtained from assembly relationships from the CAD files.
In order to obtain these parameters, the MSTMMSim calls the API of the OCC to extract the related parameters directly from the CAD models. Other parameters of the bodies and joints in the assembly space and geometric topology need some relevant calculation. Extracted associated parameters directly from the CAD assembly model could make the design model and the computational model consistent.
Design of 3D geometric and dynamic model
In order to define the geometry of a rigid body, the software calls the API of OCC implemented by GUI, such as defining a sphere, as shown in Figure 8 :
BRepPrimAPI_MakeSphere mkSphere (gp_Ax2(p,d) , radius, angle1, angle2, angle3); TopoDS_Shape shape = mkSphere.Shape(). In order to obtain the parameters of rigid bodies directly from the CAD models, such as mass, center of mass, and moment of inertia, the software directly obtains them from the class of GProp_GProps in the OCC: 
Design of joints
The parameters of different types of joints are different. For example, to define the parameters of a revolute hinge, the users need to define ID of the joint, ID of the rigid body connected to the joint, relative offset, and relative axis orientation of the joint in the reference frame respective to the connected bodies. This is shown in Figure 9 .
Parameter definition file of MS dynamics
The defined parameters need to be stored in the computer system for subsequent calculation. On the basis of studying the parameter definition file storage structure of ADAMS, MBDyn, RecurDyn, and other MS dynamic software, and taking scalability and compatibility of the file into consideration, this article presents an XML-based parameter definition file format for storing the parameters for MS dynamic simulation. The following codes show a two-pendulum system composed of three rigid bodies connected by a ''revolute pin'' and a ''revolute hinge'' under the effect of gravity: \name.Node_Link1\/name. \relativeoffset.1./2.*L, 0., 0.\/relativeoffset. \relativeaxisorientation.hinge, 1, 1., 0., 0., 3, 0., 1., 0.\/relativeaxisorientation. \/node1. \node2. \name.Node_Link2\/name. \relativeoffset.-1./2.*L, 0., 0., \/relativeoffset. \relativeaxisorientation.hinge, 1, 1., 0., 0., 3, 0., 1., 0.\/relativeaxisorientation. \/node2. \/revolutehinge. \/joints. \/elements. \/model. Because there are many mature solutions for parsing XML, such as tinyxml, xmlite, libxml, and so on, and the structured and standardized XML file has the advantage of high storage efficiency and readability, it can be very intuitive to describe MS dynamic topology and parameters of each element by defining these XML files.
Design of the solver module
The solver is the core of the software, which is responsible for all the calculations involved in the simulation software, such as automatically generating dynamic equations of the mechanical system and solving the numerical solution. The most important part of the solver is the algorithm of the MS dynamics. MSTMM is suitable for time-varying, nonlinear, large motion, and controlled general MS; the algorithm to compute the multi-rigid-body system dynamics on the computer using the MSTMM is as follows: [52] [53] [54] [55] 1. Determine the initial conditions and the boundary conditions of the system and set i = 1. A, B z (or B z ) , C, D z (or D z ), A, F, T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , s, c, and so on at time t i for each connecting element by the linearization method and determine the initial conditions z(t iÀ1 ), _ z(t iÀ1 ), and € z(t iÀ1 ) at time t i as well as the system parameters. 3. Formulate the transfer matrix for each subsystem and the overall transfer matrix at time t i , respectively. 4. Apply the boundary conditions and the overall transfer equation to compute the unknown quantities in the boundary state vectors at time t i . 5. Using the transfer equations of each element, compute the state vectors of each element at time t i . 6. Use the state vectors at time t i to compute the first-and second-order derivatives of the position coordinates and rotation angles with respect to time t i . 7. Set i = i + 1, use the computational results of the last step as the initial conditions, and return to step 2, until the time required for a complete analysis.
Compute the coefficients
In order to achieve kinematics and kinetics numerical analysis of the mechanical system, based on objectoriented thinking, using the theory of the MSTMM, this article designs and implements the solver for MSTMM-Si_MSTMMSimSolver. The class implementation is shown in Figure 10 .
MSTMM solver has good scalability by being divided into eight modules according to the solve processing and by decoupling the relationships among these modules using virtual interface (virtual function). Table) used to distinguish between keywords and data on the parameter file. 2. MbsModel: expression of MS models. The data are difficult to identify with the software after parsing from InputFileParser, and the model parameters need to correspond to the MS model. This process is called instantiation. The results will be stored by SimulationData class calculated by NumericalSolver class and can be stored in the form of database or file, and the software designed in this article currently only implementing storage in files; database storage method needs to be further developed. 8. MSTMMSimSolver: the interfaces of the MSTMM solver. MSTMMSimSolver is the interface of the solver. The solver could be regarded as a component exposed to an external function or program for calling as component service.
The software calls the solver using the threaded approach, which means the main program starts another thread to execute the solvers. The code is as follows:
this-.dravecmd = new QProcess; try{ QStringList arguments; arguments\\ ui-.FileSelectEdit-.text(); cmd-.start(tr(''bin// transMultibbodySimCore.exe''), arguments); } catch (const Base::Exception& e) { QMessageBox::information(this,tr(''error''),tr(''Sorry, Input File Error!'')); }
The simulation information as well as the debug message will output on the interface of the main window, as shown in Figure 11 .
After finishing the calculation, the solver writes the result data to the result file, and the file storage format is shown in Table 2 .
Design of post-processor module
The post-processor module of the software is very important for the simulation. 48 The LGPL, which provides a 2D plotting widget. The software reads the simulation data from the result file output to Qwt to achieve the curve plotting, as shown in Figure 12 .
In research and development (R&D) engineering design, animation can directly reflect the dynamic characteristics of the product in the dynamic simulation. The product development engineers amend the design parameters to meet the design requirement promptly. The animation module reads the position and the orientation data of each body, calls the internal OpenGL engine of the OCC, and uses the key frame animation for outputting, as shown in Figure 13 . Figure 14 gives the animation process.
For each moment, the position and attitude of the object in Occ_Viewer displayed code are as follows: center of mass of relative to the global coordinate system (cntx, cnty, cntz), and orientation angles (rotx, roty, rotz).
Library of MSTMM
Applying the MSTMM to solve the eigenvalue problem and steady state-response of linear time-invariant MSs and dynamic problem of general MSs, it only needs to assemble the transfer matrices of elements into the overall transfer matrix of the system. From the boundary conditions of the system, one can easily compute the dynamics of the system by solving the overall transfer matrix of the system and transfer equation of each element. The transfer matrix of an element has an important feature, that is, if the elements have the same connection relationship and motion mode, they can be considered as of the same kind and have the same transfer matrix even in different systems. This feature makes the solution process of MS dynamics simple and convenient. Once the transfer matrix of a certain element is derived, the transfer matrix can be used for the same kind of elements in different MSs. The library of MSTMM includes various types of springs, rotary springs, elastic joints, smooth ball-and-socket joint, body, disk, beam, and so on. Rui et al. 44 list the transfer matrices of various elements as well as the method to derive the transfer matrix of the MS. 
Numerical example of MSTMMSim
Three-pendulum example
The dynamic model of three-pendulum system consisted of three rigid bodies connected by smooth balland-socket joints under the effect of gravity is shown in Figure 15 . The structural parameters of the three rigid bodies are the same. For example, the parameters of body 3 are m = 1 kg J = The overall transfer equation of the system is
1. The boundary conditions are
2. The dynamics of the MS are computed by MS-DT-TMM and the Newton-Euler method. 44 The computational results of the two methods have good agreements, as shown in Figure 16 , which validates the proposed method for solving multi-rigid-body system dynamics. The 1s-6s animation results of the ''three-pendulum'' system are shown in Figure 17 .
Slider-crank example
Generally, the slider-crank mechanism is the main component of engines, compressors, punch presses, and other mechanical system. In order to verify the effectiveness of the software, the simulation of the slidercrank mechanism is given. The mechanism includes three rigid bodies (Body_Crank, Body_Conrod, and Body_Slider) and six hinges (JoClamp_Ground, JoAxrot_Ground_Crank, JoRevh_Crank_Conrod, JoInlin_Conrod_Slider, JoInlin_Ground_Slider, and JoPrism_Ground_Slider), whose connect constraint is shown in Figure 18 . Definition of the structural parameters of the slidercrank mechanism is shown in Table 3 . The 1s-6s animation results of the slider-crank mechanism are shown in Figure 19 .
Engineering applications
The multiple launch rocket system (MLRS) is a type of unguided rocket artillery system. A 3D model of a type of MLRS is shown in Figure 20 , which is built by UG (Unigraphics Nx, a CAD product designed by Siemens PLM Software). The users can import the STEP data into MSTMMSim. Figure 20 gives the MS dynamic model of a type of MLRS, Figure 22 shows the corresponding topology figure of the dynamic model of the MLRS. 57 In Figures  21 and 22 , the nodes of 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, and 29 are wheels; 12 is the body of truck; 10 is the revolved part; 7 is the pitch part; 3 and 1 are the launch guider; 5 is the tail of the launch guider; 6 and 8 are the joints of connection between pitch part and launch guider; 9 is the joint of connection between revolved part and pitch part; 11 is the joint of connection between revolved part and the body of the truck; 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, and 28 are the joints of connection between the wheels and the body of the truck; and 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, and 30 are the joints of connection between the ground and the wheels. First, the users import the STEP data generated by UG into MSTMMSim; then set the mass properties, center of mass and moment of inertia of each body, the stiffness and damping properties of each hinge, and the connection relationship of bodies through the preprocessor of MSTMMSim; and then run the MLRS MS dynamics to simulate using MSTMM solver of MSTMMSim. The animation display of the MLRS dynamic simulation and the curve of simulation results of MLRS system dynamics are performed by the postprocessor of MSTMMSim as shown in Figure 23 , and the simulation results of external trajectory of MLRS using Qwt 3D are given in Figure 24 .
Operation process and computation speed of the software
Operation process of MSTMMSim
The operation process of MSTMMSim primarily includes the following steps, as shown in Figure 25: 1. Users need to build a new workspace or to open an existing workspace, as shown in Figure 25 (a). 2. Users can build a mechanical system geometric model through the geometric modeling tool. If the structure of mechanical system is complex, the user can import model files from other CAD software using the import function supplied by the software, as shown in Figure  25 (b). 3. Users can define the dynamic parameters of the mechanical system by the software's GUI. The software automatically generates the dynamic parameter file of the model needed by the solver, as shown in Figure 25 (c). 4. Users can choose the parameter file for the solution of the MSTMM to achieve the dynamic calculation of the mechanical system and output the calculation results, as shown in Figure 25 (d). 5. Users can use animation or curve plotting module to show the calculation results, as shown in Figure 25 (e).
Computation speed of MSTMM
Because MSTMM has the advantages of without the global dynamic equations of the system, low order of the system matrix, and high computational speed, use the n-rigid-pendulum system with planer motion as an example to compare the time cost using MSTMM with that using Newton-Euler method. And the CPU of the used microcomputer is an Intel Core i7 2.6 GHz. It can be seen clearly from Figure 26 that the computational time increases very slowly when the number of the degrees of freedom increases when using MSTMM, and the computational time increases very quickly when the number of the degrees of freedom increases when using ordinary methods; the time consumption of MSTMM is much less than that of Newton-Euler method, when the MSTMM has a higher computational speed. Of course, now, the building of the global dynamic equations of MSs can also be relatively simple using some effective methods, and using the sparse matrix techniques, the computer time is directly proportional to the number of the bodies for chain system, so that computational speed can also be increased greatly.
Conclusion
This article takes the advantages of fast computing, flexible modeling, and high degree of programming of the MSTMM to develop generic virtual design software for mechanical system dynamics. The examples show that the MSTMMSim has the following features: 1. Fast calculation speed, user-friendly interface, using an MDI QT framework to achieve a multi-window interaction design. 2. Application of OCC geometry generation function in a multibody dynamic simulation software can import a variety of CAD files; MS dynamic software directly calls CAD results. 3. The software realizes the rapid calculation for the MS dynamics based on the MSTMM. 4. Suitable for various topologies of MS dynamics.
The software uses a multi-tier architecture which is of low coupling and strong expansion, providing a powerful, dynamic design tool for weapons, ships, aeronautics, astronautics, vehicles, and general machinery industries.
In the future, we will strengthen the software through the following aspects: first, further improve the MSTMM solver and add parallel computing capabilities to improve computing speed; and second, add a variety of expansion modules, such as vibration analysis module, linear analysis module, experimental design, and analysis module.
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